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2016 PAVO/NCAA 
SCORING EXAM 

 
 

NAME  ________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS   ________________________________________________________ 
 
EMAIL ________________________________________________________ 
 
INSTRUCTOR’S NAME _______________________________________________ 
 
NOTE:  To become a PAVO certified scorer, you must take this examination and correct it to 100%.  It must be 
signed by an approved PAVO instructor and submitted with the appropriate recommendation signatures on the 
PAVO recommendation form (three for initial certification, one annually for renewal).  Only original copies of the 
exam are accepted (no copies).  The recommendation forms and further details are available at www.PAVO.org 
or 888/791-2074.  
 

Exam Instructions and Information:   

 When considering NCAA rules, assume that no NAIA or NJCAA modifications are in effect. 

 The term “scoring section” refers to the lines where the serves are recorded. The term “running 
score column” refers to the vertical score column in the center of the scoresheet.   

 “Team S” refers to the serving team. “Team R” refers to the receiving team. 

 Unless otherwise noted, all questions apply to non-deciding sets. 
 

Part I 

DIRECTIONS:  Read each situation carefully and decide whether the statement is true (T) or false (F).  
Write either “T” or “F” in the space provided.   

_______ 1. At the start of each set, the scorer and assistant scorer should use the scoresheet to verify the 
player positions on the court while the second referee is verifying the players’ starting positions 
using each team’s lineup sheet.   

_______ 2. A penalty point awarded due to a red card being assessed is recorded with a square drawn around 
that point number in both the running score column and the scoring section. 

_______ 3. When a player returns to the court to replace the libero, the assistant scorer slashes the L in the 
recording section of the libero tracking sheet and then writes the uniform number of the player 
replacing the libero after the L. 

_______ 4. When the scorer makes a recording error, correction tape or white-out fluid may be used to correct 
the error. 

_______ 5. When there is a discrepancy between the scoresheet and the visible scoreboard, the scoresheet 
takes precedence and serves as the official game score. 

_______ 6. When entering each team’s starting lineup on the libero tracking sheet for each set, the assistant 
scorer should copy the lineups directly from the scoresheet after the scorer has recorded them. 

_______ 7. For the first set of the match, the scorer and assistant scorer wait until the clock timing the pre-
match warm-ups reaches the 1:00 mark before recording each team’s lineup. 
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_______ 8. When using computerized scoring, it is always necessary confirm each team’s roster and uniform 
numbers. 

_______ 9. Both the scorer and assistant scorer should place a triangle around the SERVING ORDER Roman 
numeral that corresponds to the position where the libero first serves in a set. 

_______ 10. The scorer will preferably wear the same polo shirt as the referees with the “Volleyball Certified 
Official” logo on one sleeve.  The shirt should be white unless one of the alternate-colored shirts 
(gray or medium blue) is acceptable in that conference.   

_______ 11. The player listed in the right-back position on the lineup sheet is always recorded on the scoresheet 
in position I of the SERVING ORDER, regardless of whether the team will serve or receive for the 
first rally of the set. 

_______ 12. During timeouts, the assistant scorer verbally notifies the second referee of the status of each 
team’s libero (on or off the court). 

_______ 13. When using computerized scoring, a Libero tracker, or "spotter," is required in order to assist the 
scorer with libero replacements, substitutions and confirming service order. 

_______ 14. A team has used 11 substitutions in the current set.  An exceptional substitution is required due to 
an injury to a player on the court.  The exceptional substitution will count as the team’s 12th team 
substitution.  

_______ 15. During a broadcast match when a media timeout occurs, the media timeout is recorded in the 
COMMENTS section on the scoresheet. 

 

Part II 

DIRECTIONS:  Read each statement and select the one choice that best answers the question.  
Place the letter of your choice in the space provided.  

_______ 16. The first referee holds a hand, palm open, against the opposite wrist.  What is recorded on the 
scoresheet? 

A) An improper request. 
B) A delay penalty. 
C) An individual misconduct penalty assessed to a coach. 
D) A delay warning. 

 

_______ 17. Prior to the start of the first set, team lineups must be submitted by the three-minute mark (3:00) 
on the clock timing pre-match warm-ups.  Who is permitted to see the line-ups from the time they 
are submitted until the warm-up clock reaches the one-minute mark (1:00)? 

A) Both referees, the scorer and assistant scorer, and any statisticians. 
B) Both referees, and the scorer and assistant scorer only. 
C) Both referees, the scorer and assistant scorer, and the announcer. 
D) Both referees, the scorer and assistant scorer, and media personnel. 
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_______ 18. Point numbers may appear within which of the following symbols in the scoring section: 

A) A circle. 
B) A square. 
C) A square drawn around a circle.   
D) All of the above. 

 
_______ 19. Who may directly ask the scorer to verify the total substitutions or timeouts used by a team? 

A) Any coach listed on the team’s lineup sheet. 
B) The second referee. 
C) The team’s playing captain. 
D) Any of the above may directly ask the scorer to verify a team’s substitutions or timeouts. 

 

_______ 20. Which of the following is NOT required when recording an exceptional substitution? 

A) Circle the injured player’s number in the PLAYERS’ NUMBERS section and then write the 
exceptional substitute’s number beside it. 

B) Record the substitution in the scoring section on the line of the current server. 
C) Circle the exceptional substitution notation in the scoring section. 
D) Slash the next available number in the SUBSTITUTIONS section. 

 
_______ 21. The assistant scorer records which of the following on the Libero Tracking Sheet?  

A) Each team’s timeouts. 
B) A running score. 
C) Details for each team’s challenge(s) when CRS is being used. 
D) The assistant scorer tracks all of the above items on the Libero Tracking Sheet. 

 

_______ 22. The serving team requests two substitutions: #2 for #7 and #11 for #9.  How should this be recorded 
in the scoring section?  

A) S 2/7 11/9 
B) Sx 2/7 11/9 
C) S 2/7 S 11/9 
D) S 7/2 S 9/11 

 

_______ 23. When using computerized scoring, which of the following is NOT handled by the scorer? 

A) Substitutions. 
B) Libero replacements. 
C) Serves by the libero. 
D) All of the above are handled by the scorer. 

 

_______ 24. When entering a sanction, the scorer designates the sanctioned team with an A or B.  How is the 
A or B designation determined?  

A) It is based on the court that the sanctioned team occupies for that set. Team A is always on 
the scorer’s left and Team B is always on the scorer’s right. 

B) The team which began the match on the scorer’s left is designated Team A throughout the 
match, regardless of which side of the court that team occupies in a particular set. 

C) The home team is always designated as Team A and the visiting team is Team B. 
D) The serving team is always designated as Team A, and the receiving team is always 

designated as Team B. 
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_______ 25. During a protest, which of the following is NOT recorded on the back of the scoresheet?  

A) The score at the time of the protest. 
B) Players on the court and their positions at the time of the protest. 
C) The signature of the second referee. 
D) Team timeouts and substitutions used up to the point of the protest. 

 

 
Part III 

 
DIRECTIONS:  Using the lineups below and scoresheet sections provided on the following 
page, read each statement below and enter the described details in the appropriate section(s). 

 26. HIDDEN FOREST is the Home team and they have selected the bench to the 
scorekeeper’s right. SANDY PLAINS wins the coin toss and elects to receive. Record 
each team’s lineup. 

Enter the names of the line judges in the appropriate boxes on the following page.  
The line judge to the first referee’s right is Sam Snapper, and the line judge to the 
second referee’s right is Suzy Sharp. 

 27. The first server for HIDDEN FOREST serves and scores a point. She serves again and 
scores another point. On the next serve, the server commits a foot fault. 

 28. SANDY PLAINS substitutes #7 for #71.  SANDY PLAINS now serves for three points. 

 29. HIDDEN FOREST requests, and is granted, a timeout. 

SANDY PLAINS serves the ball out of bounds. 

 30. The HIDDEN FOREST libero replaces the current server and serves for two points. 

 31. A SANDY PLAINS player deliberately unties her shoes to delay the resumption of play.  
The first referee holds a yellow card against her wrist and indicates the sanction will be 
against SANDY PLAINS. 
 

The HIDDEN FOREST libero scores another point and then serves the ball into the net.

 32. SANDY PLAINS substitutes #9 for #8, and HIDDEN FOREST substitutes #5 for #21. 
 

SANDY PLAINS serves for three points. 

 33. Before the next serve, the HIDDEN FOREST captain argues with the first referee about 
a judgment decision in the last rally.  The first referee assesses an individual warning 
(yellow card) to the HIDDEN FOREST captain. 

 34. SANDY PLAINS serves again.  During the rally, the HIDDEN FOREST captain yells at 
the first referee.  The first referee stops play, displays a red card, and indicates the 
sanction will be against the HIDDEN FOREST captain. SANDY PLAINS serves the ball 
again and loses the rally. 

 35. Clearly after the first referee whistles for the next serve, the HIDDEN FOREST coach 
requests a time out.  That request is denied (without a whistle).  SANDY PLAINS wins 
the rally and afterwards, the referees assess an improper request to HIDDEN FOREST.
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 36. SANDY PLAINS serves for two points.  SANDY PLAINS serves again, and during that 
rally, HIDDEN FOREST #18 is injured. The referees stop play and declare a replay.  
HIDDEN FOREST has no legal substitute on the bench, so the coach requests #21 to 
enter as an exceptional substitute for #18. 
 

SANDY PLAINS serves and loses the rally. 

 37. HIDDEN FOREST serves and wins the point.  At the end of that rally, it is discovered 
that the SANDY PLAINS libero is injured and is unable to continue play.  The SANDY 
PLAINS coach redesignates #71 as a new libero for the set. 
 

HIDDEN FOREST serves and loses the rally. 
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Part IV 

DIRECTIONS:  Using the lineups and Libero Tracking Sheet provided below, read each 
statement and enter the described details in the appropriate sections. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 

 

38. HIDDEN FOREST is the Home team and they select the bench to the scorer’s right. 
SANDY PLAINS wins the coin toss and elects to receive. Enter the appropriate 
information, including team lineups, on the Libero Tracking Sheet. 

39. After the second referee checks the lineups, the HIDDEN FOREST libero replaces #16 
and the SANDY PLAINS libero replaces #71. 

40. HIDDEN FOREST serves and loses the rally. 

41. SANDY PLAINS substitutes #5 for #8. SANDY PLAINS serves three points and then loses 
the rally. 

42. HIDDEN FOREST serves and loses the rally. 

43. The SANDY PLAINS libero, who is on the court, goes directly to the service zone.  SANDY 
PLAINS #71 and #19 cross in the Libero Replacement Zone.  The SANDY PLAINS libero 
serves and loses the rally. 

44. HIDDEN FOREST #16 replaces the libero, then HIDDEN FOREST substitutes #1 for #24.  
HIDDEN FOREST serves and scores a point. 
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Part V 

DIRECTIONS:  Using the deciding set scoresheet provided below, read each statement and enter 
the described details in the appropriate section(s).   

 

 

 

 
 
____________________________________________________ __________________________________ 
Signature of Approved PAVO Instructor  Date 

 NOTE:   Set 5 has already begun, and the score is 5-5.  The HIDDEN 
FOREST libero has just replaced #24 and is preparing to serve. 

45. SANDY PLAINS makes two substitutions,   #9 for #8 and #6 for #19. 

46. HIDDEN FOREST libero serves and scores a point.  SANDY PLAINS then requests, and 
is granted, a timeout. 

The HIDDEN FOREST libero serves into the net. 

47. The SANDY PLAINS libero, who is on the bench, replaces the next server and serves out 
of bounds. 

48. HIDDEN FOREST #18 serves into the net.  You inform the second referee of the wrong 
server and make the appropriate notations on the scoresheet.   

49. SANDY PLAINS serves and scores a point.  The teams change courts.  SANDY PLAINS 
scores two more points and then loses the rally. 

50. The HIDDEN FOREST then serves and scores three points.  The SANDY PLAINS coach 
requests and is granted a timeout. 
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